
Avanza 450
SX 937 43-9

 bracket mounted luminaire for places/parking
asymmetric Flood
LED 5100 lm, 4500 K, CRI > 75, electronic converter,
Connected load: 55 W

bracket mounted luminaire, incl. 7m feed cable, stainless steel
threaded inserts for regularly used fixing positions, for
mounting on recommended poles, screws stainless steel,
optimal thermal management due to direct heat removal to
housing for high efficiency and long life of the LED, can be
combined with a variety of brackets, housing made of die-cast
aluminium, aluminium, stainless steel, powder coated, tool-
free, easy maintenance access via positive one hand operated
toggle lever, for bracket fitter Ø: 60mm, suitable for ambient
temperatures up to 55° C
for high light transmission under flat beam angles, clear glass
diffuser, antireflection coated
Optic: Cross Beam Technology (CBT) Reflector Module, for
precise light control and particularly uniform light distribution
on the reference plane, made of large area freeform reflectors
evaporated with purest aluminium, HMDS coated, highly
specular

CE, ENEC 05, IK10, IP66, Protection class II, optional I

Manufacturer: Selux, Type: SX 937 43-9[Colour: Selux graphite
or choice of colours]

Length L: 456 mm
Width B: 424 mm
Height H: 103 mm
Weight: 7.80 kg
Windage area: 0.20 m²

Colours
Selux graphite or choice of colours SX 937 43-9
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Avanza 450
SX 937 43-9

Lighting specification

Lamp
LED 5100 lm, 4500 K, CRI > 75

Optic
Cross Beam Technology (CBT) Reflector Module
asymmetric Flood

Electrical specification
electronic converter
Connected load: 55 W 
dynamic, optional control interfaces: phase controlled night-time switching, DALI, incl. 7m feed cable, individual power
reduction in 300lm steps ex works, CLT

Luminous flux characteristics / Operating time

*LLMF = Lamp lumen maintenance factor

operating time (h) 50000 60000 70000 80000
Lumen
maintenance

93 % 91 % 89 % 86 %

LLMF* 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.86
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